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a b s t r a c t

We study Pareto efficiency in a setting that involves two kinds of uncertainty: Uncertainty over the
possible outcomes is modeled using lotteries whereas uncertainty over the agents’ preferences over
lotteries is modeled using sets of plausible utility functions. A lottery is universally Pareto undominated
if there is no other lottery that Pareto dominates it for all plausible utility functions. We show that, under
fairly general conditions, a lottery is universally Pareto undominated iff it is Pareto efficient for some
vector of plausible utility functions, which in turn is equivalent to affine welfare maximization for this
vector. In contrast to previous work on linear utility functions, we use the significantly more general
framework of skew-symmetric bilinear (SSB) utility functions as introduced by Fishburn (1982). Ourmain
theorem generalizes a theorem by Carroll (2010) and implies the ordinal efficiency welfare theorem. We
discuss three natural classes of plausible utility functions,which lead to three notions of ordinal efficiency,
including stochastic dominance efficiency, and conclude with a detailed investigation of the geometric
and computational properties of these notions.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Consider two agents, Alice and Bob, and an unpleasant task that
may be assigned to Alice (a), to Bob (b), or to neither of them (c).
All we know about their pairwise preferences over the possible
assignments is that they both strongly prefer not being assigned
the task and that their preference between letting the other agent
perform the task or not having the task assigned at all is less
intense. In other words, Alice prefers b and c with equal intensity
to a. Her preference between b and c is unknown, but known to be
less intense than her preference between b and a (or, equivalently,
c and a). Bob’s preferences are defined analogously. All preferences
that match the above description will be called plausible. Clearly,
outcome c , in which the task is not assigned, is Pareto efficient
for every plausible preference configuration. In general, however,
such outcomes need not exist and a reasonable extension of the
notion of Pareto efficiency in the face of uncertainty is to consider
an outcome efficient if there is no other outcome that is preferred
by all agents for all plausible preferences. In the example, all three
outcomes are efficient according to this definition. However, not
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every lottery over these outcomes is efficient. In fact, it turns out
that the only efficient lotteries are those that do not put positive
probability on both a and b. The set of efficient lotteries thus
exhibits two phenomena that we will observe frequently in this
paper: It fails to be convex and whether a lottery is efficient only
depends on its support.

More generally, following McLennan (2002), Manea (2008),
Carroll (2010), and others, this paper investigates Pareto efficiency
in a setting that involves two kinds of uncertainty: Uncertainty
over the possible outcomes is modeled using probability distribu-
tions (lotteries) whereas uncertainty over the agents’ preferences
over lotteries is modeled using sets of plausible preferences rela-
tions over lotteries. A lottery is potentially efficient if it is Pareto
efficient for some vector of plausible preference relations while it
is universally undominated if there is no other lottery that Pareto
dominates it for all plausible preference relations. It is easily seen
that every potentially efficient lottery is universally undominated.
Our main theorem shows that, under fairly general conditions, the
converse holds as well, i.e., the set of universally undominated
and the set of potentially efficient lotteries coincide. We prove the
statement for the unrestricted social choice domain, which implies
the same statement formany subdomains of interest such as room-
mate markets, marriage markets, or house allocation. As we will
see, the set of universally undominated lotteries may not even be
a geometric object with flat sides, i.e., it may fail to be the union of
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Table 1
Properties of varying notions of ordinal efficiency. An efficiency notion satisfies existence if every preference profile admits an efficient lottery. An efficiency notion satisfies
convexity if the convex combination of two efficient lotteries is efficient. An efficiency notion is support-dependent if a lottery is efficient iff every lottery with the same
support is efficient. Efficient improvements exist for an efficiency notion if, for any given lottery, there is an efficient lottery that dominates the original lottery.

Existence Convexity Support-dependence Existence of efficient improvements

BD-efficiency + + + +

Ex post efficiency + + + +

SD-efficiency + − + +

PC-efficiency + − − −
finitely many polytopes. One corollary of our main theorem is that
the set of universally undominated lotteries is always connected.

In contrast to previous work, which is based on von Neumann–
Morgenstern (vNM) utility functions, we assume that preferences
over lotteries are given by sets of skew-symmetric bilinear
(SSB) utility functions. Classic vNM utility theory postulates the
independence axiom1 and the transitivity axiom. However, there
is experimental evidence that both of these axioms are violated
systematically in real-world decisions. The Allais Paradox (Allais,
1953) is perhaps the most famous example pointing out violations
of independence. A detailed review of such violations is provided
by Machina (1983). Mas-Colell et al. (1995, p. 181) conclude that
‘‘because of the phenomena illustrated [. . . ] the search for a useful
theory of choice under uncertainty that does not rely on the
independence axiom has been an active area of research’’.

Even the widely accepted transitivity axiom seems too de-
manding in some situations. For example, the preference reversal
phenomenon2 (see, e.g., Grether and Plott, 1979) shows failures
of transitivity. SSB utility theory assumes neither independence
nor transitivity and can accommodate both effects, the Allais Para-
dox and the preference reversal phenomenon. Still, the existence
of maximal elements, arguably the main appeal of transitivity, is
guaranteed for SSB utility functions by the minimax theorem (von
Neumann, 1928). For amore thorough discussion of SSB utility the-
ory we refer the reader to Fishburn (1988).

Sets of plausible utility functions are typically interpreted as
incomplete information on behalf of the social planner. Indeed,
it seems quite natural to assume that the social planner’s infor-
mation about the agents’ utility functions is restricted to ordinal
preferences, top choices, or subsets of pairwise comparisons with
further conditions implied by domain restrictions. Three particu-
larly interesting classes of plausible utility functions arise when
contemplating that only ordinal preferences over pure outcomes
are known. For a given binary preference relation Ri, we consider

• the set of all SSB functions consistent with Ri,
• the set of all vNM functions consistent with Ri, and
• the unique canonical SSB function consistent with Ri (where

canonical means that all pairwise comparisons have the same
intensity).

These sets give rise to three natural extensions of preferences
over alternatives to preferences over lotteries and thereby to three
notions of ordinal efficiency.While the second notion is equivalent
to the well-studied notion of stochastic dominance (SD) efficiency,
the other two notions, one weaker and one stronger than
SD-efficiency, have not been studied before. We call the weaker
notion bilinear dominance (BD) efficiency and the stronger one
pairwise comparison (PC) efficiency. The preference extension
underlying PC-efficiency seems particularly natural because it

1 The independence axiom requires that if a lottery p is preferred to a lottery q,
then a coin toss between p and a third lottery r is preferred to a coin toss between
q and r (with the same coin used in both cases).
2 The preference reversal phenomenon prescribes that a lottery p is preferred to

a lottery q, but the certainty equivalent of p is lower then the certainty equivalent
of q.
prescribes that an agent prefers lottery p to lottery q iff it is
more likely that p yields a better alternative than q. In contrast to
the other preference extensions, the PC extension always yields
a complete preference relation. Yet, PC preferences cannot be
modeled using vNM utility functions.

In the second part of the paper, we investigate geometric as
well as computational properties of efficiency notions obtained
via universal undominatedness. Our findings include the following
observations (see also Table 1).

• Whether a lottery is BD-efficient or whether it is SD-efficient
only depends on its support.

• The set of SD-efficient lotteries and the set of PC-efficient
lotteries may fail to be convex. As a consequence, the convex
combination of two mechanisms that return SD-efficient
lotteries may violate SD-efficiency.

• Universally undominated lotteries can generally be found in
polynomial time. When imposing only very mild conditions on
the set of plausible SSB utility functions, it can also be verified
in polynomial time whether a given lottery is universally
undominated. These conditions capture all notions of ordinal
efficiency mentioned in the paper.

• An SD-efficient lottery that SD-dominates a given lottery can be
found in polynomial time.

• For BD-efficiency, all considered computational problems can
be solved in linear time due to a combinatorial characterization
of BD-efficiency in terms of undominated sets of vertices in the
corresponding Pareto digraph.

• It is possible that there is no PC-efficient lottery that
PC-dominates a given lottery.

The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows.
An overview of the literature related to our work is given in
Section 2. The formal model is introduced in Section 3 and the
main theorem is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we introduce
three notions of ordinal efficiency and discuss their geometric
properties in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we examine three
basic computational problems for varying notions of efficiency. All
proofs are deferred to the Appendix.

2. Related work

The notion of SD-efficiency was popularized by Bogomolnaia
and Moulin (2001) and has received considerable attention in the
domain of random assignment where agents express preferences
over objects and the outcome is a randomized allocation of objects
to agents (e.g., Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003; Manea, 2009).3
The random assignment setting constitutes a subdomain of the
more general randomized social choice setting considered in this
paper. Each discrete assignment can be seen as an alternative such
that each agent is indifferent between all assignments in which

3 Bogomolnaia and Moulin use the term ordinal efficiency for SD-efficiency. In
order to distinguish SD-efficiency from the other notions of ordinal efficiency
considered in this paper, we use SD-efficiency as advocated by Thomson (2013) (see
also, Cho, 2012; Aziz et al., 2013b).
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he receives the same object (see, e.g., Aziz et al., 2013a). It can
be easily seen that if a lottery maximizes affine welfare for some
profile of vNM utility functions it is SD-efficient. Bogomolnaia and
Moulin (2001) conjectured that the converse is also true within
the domain of random assignment, i.e., if a lottery is SD-efficient
there is some profile of vNM utility functions consistent with the
ordinal preferences for which it maximizes affine welfare. This
statement, now known as the ordinal efficiency welfare theorem,
was first proven by McLennan (2002) using a variant of the
separating polyhedron hyperplane theorem. Later, constructive
proofs were provided by Manea (2008) and Athanassoglou (2011).
Dogan and Yildiz (2014) gave a constructive proof for the domain
of marriage problems, which is slightly more general than the
random assignment domain. All these constructive results follow
from our Theorem 6 for the unrestricted social choice domain.

A (non-constructive) generalization of these statements to
the unrestricted social choice domain and more general sets of
plausible utility functions was proved by Carroll (2010). Carroll’s
theorem shows that for every universally undominated lottery
there exists a utility vector with utility functions from each agent’s
set of plausible utility functions, such that this lottery maximizes
affine welfare. Carroll concludes his paper by stating that ‘‘we have
addressed this problem in the context of von Neumann–Morgenstern
utility functions over lotteries, but it would be interesting to find
non-expected utility models, or more general social choice models, in
which analogous results hold’’ (Carroll, 2010, p. 2470). In this paper,
we provide a generalization of Carroll’s result to skew-symmetric
bilinear utility functions as proposed by Fishburn (1982) (see
also, Fishburn, 1984b, 1988).

Within the domain of random assignment, a combinatorial
characterization of the set of SD-efficient lotteries in terms of
the acyclicity of a binary relation between objects was given
by Bogomolnaia and Moulin (2001) and Katta and Sethuraman
(2006). There seems to be no straightforward generalization of this
characterization to the general social choice setting.

3. The model

Let N be a set of n agents, A a finite set of m alternatives, and
∆(A) the set of all lotteries (or probability distributions) over A. We
assume that preferences over lotteries are given by skew-symmetric
bilinear (SSB) utility functions as introduced by Fishburn (1982). An
SSB function φi is a function from ∆(A) × ∆(A) → R that is skew-
symmetric and bilinear, i.e.,

φi(p, q) = −φi(q, p),
φi(λp + (1 − λ)q, r) = λφi(p, r) + (1 − λ)φi(q, r),

for all p, q ∈ ∆(A) and λ ∈ [0, 1]. Note that, by skew-
symmetry, linearity in the first argument implies linearity in the
second argument and that, due to bilinearity, φi is completely
determined by its function values for degenerate lotteries. SSB
utility theory is more general than the linear expected utility
theory due to von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947) as it does
not require independence and transitivity (see Fishburn, 1988,
1984b,d, 1982, for example). Hence, every vNM function ui can be
represented by an SSB functionφui , whereφui(p, q) = ui(p)−ui(q).
Wheneverwe consider ordinal preferences over lotteries, these are
given in the form of a binary relation Ri, the strict part of which is
denoted by Pi, i.e., p Pi q iff p Ri q but not q Ri p and the symmetric
part of which is denoted by Ii, i.e., p Ii q iff p Ri q and q Ri p.

Let φ = (φ1, . . . , φn) be a vector of SSB functions. A lottery p
(Pareto) dominates another lottery q w.r.t. φ if all agents weakly
prefer the former to the latter, i.e., p Rφ q iff φi(p, q) ≥ 0 for all
i ∈ N . A lottery p is (Pareto) efficient w.r.t. φ iff

there is no q such that q Pφ p.
Since Pφ is the strict part of Rφ , we have that p Pφ q iff φi(p, q) ≥ 0
for all i ∈ N and φi(p, q) > 0 for at least one i ∈ N .

A lottery p is affine welfare maximizing for φ iff

there is λ ∈ Rn
>0 such that λTφ(p, q) ≥ 0 for all q ∈ ∆(A).

If agents are endowed with vNM functions, affine welfare
maximization is equivalent to the maximization of weighted
sums of expected utilities. For fixed φ and λ, the existence of a
welfaremaximizing lottery is guaranteed by theminimax theorem
(Fishburn, 1984a).

Now, let Φ1, . . . , Φn be non-empty sets of SSB functions and
Φ = Φ1 × · · · × Φn. A lottery p is universally (Pareto) undominated
w.r.t. Φ iff

there is no q such that q Pφ p for all φ ∈ Φ.

Existence of universally undominated lotteries follows from the
existence of welfare maximizing lotteries.

4. Efficiency welfare theorem

In this section, we will show that, if the sets of plausible
SSB functions satisfy certain geometric conditions, universal
undominatedness is equivalent to affine welfare maximization for
a concrete vector of SSB functions (which in turn is equivalent to
efficiency for a concrete vector of SSB functions).

We first state a geometric lemma by Carroll (2010), which will
be central to the proof of ourmain theorem. Let S be a subset of Rn.
Then, S is a polyhedron if it can be represented as the non-empty
intersection of finitely many closed half-spaces. A set F ⊆ S is a
face of a polyhedron S if there are a ∈ Rn and b ∈ R such that
F = S ∩ {x ∈ Rn: aT x = b}. S is a polytope if it is the convex hull of
finitely many points in Rn. Hence, a polyhedron is a polytope iff it
is bounded. The affine hull of S is the set of all affine combinations
of points in S, i.e.,

aff(S) =


k

i=1

aisi: k ∈ N, si ∈ S, ai ∈ R, and
k

i=1

ai = 1


.

S is relatively open if it is open in aff(S).

Lemma 1 (Carroll, 2010). Let U, V ⊆ Rm be non-empty convex sets
such that U is relatively open, V is a polyhedron, and v0 ∈ V . Suppose
that, for every v ∈ V , there exists u ∈ U such that uT (v − v0) ≤ 0.
Then there exists u ∈ U such that uT (v − v0) ≤ 0 for all v ∈ V .

The main idea for the proof of Theorem 1 is that SSB functions
are linear in the first argument. Hence, any SSB function can be
identified with a vNM function once the second argument is fixed.
In our case, the second argument is the lottery which is assumed
to be universally undominated and V is the set of all lotteries. U
is the set of functions that map a lottery to its affine welfare level,
i.e., the (possibly weighted) sum of all agents’ utilities. Now, if v0
is some universally undominated lottery, we obtain a utility vector
u for which this lottery maximizes affine welfare. For the proof we
identify SSB functions with matrices in Rm×m and vNM functions
with vectors in Rm.

Theorem 1. Let Φ1, . . . , Φn be non-empty, convex, and relatively
open sets of SSB functions and Φ = Φ1 × · · · × Φn. Then, p ∈ ∆(A)
is universally undominated w.r.t. Φ iff p is affine welfare maximizing
for some φ ∈ Φ .

We note that, as a consequence of the theorem, the case of n
agents canbe reduced to the case of a single agent by combining the
sets of plausible utility functions into one. Let Φ = Φ1 × · · · × Φn
and Φ ′

= {λ1φ1 + · · · + λnφn:φi ∈ Φi and λi > 0 for all i ∈ N}.
Then, a lottery p is universally undominatedw.r.t.Φ if and only if it
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is universally undominated w.r.t. Φ ′. Furthermore, if p maximizes
affine welfare for φ = (φ1, . . . , φn) ∈ Φ (and weights λ ∈ Rn

>0)
then pmaximizes affine welfare for φ′

= λ1φ1 + · · · + λnφn ∈ Φ ′.
On the other hand, if pmaximizes affine welfare for φ′

∈ Φ ′ where
φ′

= λ1φ1 + · · · + λnφn, φi ∈ Φi and λi > 0 for all i ∈ N , then p
maximizes affine welfare for φ = (φ1, . . . , φn) ∈ Φ .

By instantiating Φ with a single vector of SSB functions, we ob-
tain the equivalence of efficiency and affine welfare maximization
as a corollary.

Corollary 1. Let φ be a vector of SSB functions. Then, p is efficient
w.r.t. φ iff p is affine welfare maximizing with respect to φ.

The second, less obvious, corollary establishes a geometric
property of the set of universally undominated lotteries.

Corollary 2. Let Φ1, . . . , Φn be non-empty, convex, and relatively
open sets of SSB functions. Then, the set of universally undominated
lotteries w.r.t. Φ1 × · · · × Φn is connected.

5. Ordinal efficiency

In the important case when only ordinal preferences between
alternatives are known, it is natural to consider plausible SSB
functions that are consistent with the ordinal preferences. Three
particularly interesting classes of plausible SSB functions are the
set of all consistent SSB functions, the set of all consistent vNM
functions, and the (unique) canonical consistent SSB function.
These sets give rise to three natural extensions of preferences
over alternatives to preferences over lotteries and thereby to three
notions of ordinal efficiency.

Let Ri ⊆ A × A be a complete and transitive preference relation
of agent i.4 We will compactly represent a preference relation as a
comma-separated list of indifference classes. For example a Pi b Ii
c is represented by Ri: a, {b, c}.

A lottery extension is a function that extends a preference
relation Ri ⊆ A × A to a (possibly incomplete) preference relation
over lotteries Ri ⊆ ∆A×∆A (see, e.g., Cho, 2012; Aziz et al., 2013b).
An SSB function φi is consistent with a preference relation Ri if

φi(x, y) ≥ 0 iff x Ri y.

A lottery p isuniversally preferred to a lottery qw.r.t.Φi iffφi(p, q) ≥

0 for all φi ∈ Φi.

Example 1. Let Ri be a preference relation and ΦSSB
i the set of all

SSB functions consistent with Ri. Then, a lottery p is universally
preferred to a lottery qw.r.t. ΦSSB

i iff

for all x, y ∈ A with x Pi y, p(x)q(y) − p(y)q(x) ≥ 0. (BD)

This equivalence was first shown by Fishburn (1984c). We
will refer to this lottery extension as bilinear dominance (BD).
Intuitively, p is BD-preferred to q, denoted p RBD

i q, iff, for every
pair of alternatives, the probability that p yields themore preferred
alternative and q the less preferred alternative is at least as large
as the other way round.

Interestingly, we obtain the same lottery extension even when
restricting the set of plausible SSB functions to the set of all
consistent weighted linear (WL) utility functions as introduced by
Chew (1983). A WL function is characterized by a vNM function
and a non-vanishing weight function. The utility of a lottery is
the utility derived by the vNM function weighted according to the
weight function. Thus, WL functions are more general than vNM
functions, as every vNM function is equivalent to a WL function
with constant weight function.

4 For BD-efficiency and PC-efficiency transitivity of preferences is not required.
Example 2. Let Ri be a preference relation and ΦvNM
i the set of

all vNM functions consistent with Ri. As mentioned in Section 3,
ΦvNM

i can be conveniently represented by a set of linear utility
functions Ui where for each φvNM

i ∈ ΦvNM
i there is ui ∈ Ui such

that φvNM
i (p, q) = ui(p)− ui(q). A lottery p is universally preferred

to a lottery q w.r.t. Φi iff

for all y ∈ A,


x∈A:xRiy

p(x) ≥


x∈A:xRiy

q(x). (SD)

This equivalence is well-known and the corresponding lottery
extension is referred to as stochastic dominance (SD). Fishburn
(1984c) has shown that the same correspondence also holds for all
consistent SSB functions that are monotonic, i.e., increasing in the
first argument. Intuitively, p is SD-preferred to q, denoted p RSD

i q,
if for each alternative x, the probability that p selects an alternative
that is at least as good as x is greater or equal to the probability that
q selects such an alternative.

Example 3. Let Ri be a preference relation and define Φi = {φPC
i }

by letting

φPC
i (x, y) =

1 if x Pi y,
−1 if y Pi x,
0 otherwise.

Then, a lottery p is universally preferred to a lottery qw.r.t. Φi iff
x,y∈A

p(x)q(y)φPC
i (x, y) ≥ 0. (PC)

Wewill refer to this lottery extension as pairwise comparison (PC).
Intuitively, p is PC-preferred to q, denoted p RPC

i q, iff the
probability that p yields an alternative preferred to the alternative
returnedby q is at least as large than the otherway round. Formally,

p RPC
i q iff


xRiy

p(x)q(y) ≥


xRiy

q(x)p(y).

Interestingly, this extension may lead to intransitive preferences
over lotteries, even when the preferences over alternatives are
transitive (Blyth, 1972; Fishburn, 1988). However, despite the
possibility of preference cycles, the minimax theorem implies that
every RPC

i admits at least one most preferred lottery (Fishburn,
1984a). An axiomatic characterization of this extension and
empirical evidence supporting the axiomswas given by Blavatskyy
(2006). In contrast to RBD

i and RSD
i , RPC

i is complete for every Ri.

In general, the following inclusion relationships can be shown:5

Ri ⊆ RBD
i ⊆ RSD

i ⊆ RPC
i .

The first two inclusions are straightforward whereas the last one
follows from the above-mentioned characterization of monotonic
SSB functions by Fishburn (1984c).

The following example illustrates the definitions of the
extensions above. Consider the preference relation Ri: a, b, c and
lotteries
p = 2/3 a + 0 b + 1/3 c,
q = 0 a + 1 b + 0 c, and
r = 0 a + 2/3 b + 1/3 c.

Then, p PPC
i q; p PSD

i r; q PBD
i r (and the relationships implied by

the hierarchy of lottery extensions above). No other relationships
with respect to PBD

i , PSD
i , and PPC

i hold.

5 In slight abuse of notation, we use Ri to denote both a preference relation over
alternatives as well as a preference relation over degenerate lotteries.
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Let E be a lottery extension and R = (R1, . . . , Rn) a preference
profile, i.e., an n-tuple containing a preference relation Ri for every
agent i ∈ N .We define (Pareto) dominancew.r.t. E by letting p RE q
if p RE

i q for all i ∈ N . A lottery p is (Pareto) efficient w.r.t. E if there
is no q such that q PE p. Hence we obtain three notions of ordinal
efficiency.
• p is BD-efficient iff it is universally undominated w.r.t. ΦSSB

1 ×

· · · × ΦSSB
n .

• p is SD-efficient iff it is universally undominated w.r.t. ΦvNM
1 ×

· · · × ΦvNM
n .

• p is PC-efficient iff it is universally undominated w.r.t.
{(φPC

1 , . . . , φPC
n )}.

Anotherwell-knownnotion of ordinal efficiency in probabilistic
settings is ex post efficiency. A lottery p is ex post efficient if no
alternative in supp(p) is Pareto dominated. It is well known that
SD-efficiency implies ex post efficiency. On the other hand, ex post
efficiency implies BD-efficiency. This can be verified with the help
of Lemma 2 below.

We thus have a hierarchy of notions of ordinal efficiency
where PC-efficiency is the strongest notion and BD-efficiency is the
weakest notion.
PC-efficiency ⇒ SD-efficiency ⇒ ex post efficiency

⇒ BD-efficiency.
Applying Theorem 1 to the three classes of plausible SSB

functions, we obtain the following corollaries.

Corollary 3. A lottery p is BD-efficient iff there is (φ1, . . . , φn) ∈

ΦSSB
1 × · · · × ΦSSB

n such that
n

i=1 φi(p, q) ≥ 0 for all lotteries q.

Recall that, for vNM functions, affine welfare maximization is
equivalent to the maximization of weighted sums of expected
utilities. We thus obtain McLennan’s ordinal efficiency welfare
theorem as a special case.

Corollary 4 (McLennan, 2002). A lottery p is SD-efficient iff there is
(u1, . . . , un) ∈ UvNM

1 × · · · × UvNM
n such that p ∈ argmaxq∈∆(A)n

i=1 ui(q).

Corollary 5. A lottery p is PC-efficient iff there is λ ∈ Rn
>0 such thatn

i=1 λiφ
PC
i (p, q) ≥ 0 for all lotteries q.

6. Geometric properties

In this section, we study basic geometric properties of the sets
of efficient outcomes for each of the three notions of ordinal effi-
ciency.

6.1. BD-efficiency

It is straightforward to show that the set of ex post efficient
lotteries is a face of ∆(A). It turns out that the set of BD-efficient
lotteries is convex and its closure is a face of ∆(A). Furthermore,
whether a lottery is BD-efficient only depends on its support.

We show this by proving that BD-efficiency can be character-
ized using a well-known preference extension from alternatives to
sets of alternatives that Gärdenfors (1979) attributes to Fishburn
(1972).

Definition 1. Let S, T ⊆ A be two sets of alternatives. Then, S
Fishburn dominates T , denoted by S RF

i T , if

for all x ∈ S \ T , y ∈ T : x Ri y,
for all x ∈ T \ S, y ∈ S: y Ri x

we say that S Fishburn dominates T w.r.t. a preference profile R,
written S RF T , if S RF

i T for all i ∈ N . Lastly, S is Fishburn efficient if
there is no T such that T PF S.
Fig. 1. The triangle on the right represents the set of all lotteries on three
alternatives. The area shaded in gray denotes the set of BD-efficient lotteries for
the preference profile given on the left.

Fishburn’s preference extension was studied extensively in
the context of strategyproof set-valued social choice functions
(Gärdenfors, 1979; Ching and Zhou, 2002; Brandt and Brill,
2011; Sanver and Zwicker, 2012; Brandt and Geist, 2014). The
following lemma will be useful for illuminating the geometric and
computational properties of the set of BD-efficient lotteries.

Lemma 2. Let R be a preference profile. A lottery p is BD-efficient
w.r.t. R iff supp(p) is Fishburn efficient w.r.t. R.

Now we are in a position to characterize the geometric
properties of the set of BD-efficient lotteries.

Theorem 2. The set of BD-efficient lotteries is convex and its closure
is a face of ∆(A).

The set of BD-efficient lotteries itself may not be closed. To see
this, consider the preference profile in Fig. 1. The lottery pϵ

=

(1 − ϵ)b + ϵc is BD-efficient for every ϵ ∈ (0, 1] since the set
{b, c} is Fishburn efficient. However, p0 is not BD-efficient because
b is Pareto dominated by a.

Hence, even though BD-efficiency only depends on the support
of a lottery, it is not the case that all lotteries whose support is
contained in the support of some BD-efficient lottery is BD-efficient
as well.

6.2. Plausible vNM functions

If the sets of plausible utility functions only contain vNM
functions satisfying the technical conditions from Theorem 1, the
set of universally undominated lotteries is closed. Moreover, this
set is a union of faces of ∆(A). This implies that, in this case,
universal undominatedness only depends on the support of a
lottery. Moreover, if some lottery is universally undominated, any
lottery with smaller support is also universally undominated since
the set of undominated lotteries is closed.

Theorem 3. Let U1, . . . ,Un be non-empty, convex, and relatively
open sets of vNM functions. Then, the set of universally undominated
lotteries w.r.t. U1 × · · · × Un is a union of faces of ∆(A).

Corollary 6. Whether a lottery is SD-efficient only depends on its
support.

However, in contrast to the set of BD-efficient lotteries, the set
of SD-efficient lotteries may be non-convex. To this end, consider
the profile in Fig. 2.6 Every alternative is Pareto optimal. Hence
1/2 c + 1/2 d is ex post efficient. However, this lottery is SD-
dominated by 1/2 a + 1/2 b. Consider the degenerate lotteries c and
d. Both are SD-efficient. For example, for lottery c , shifting some
weight to b is not beneficial for agent 1. If some weight is moved
from c to a, then it is not beneficial for agent 3. Although, lotteries
c and d are SD-efficient, their convex combination 1/2 c + 1/2 d is
not.7

6 This example is minimal with respect to the number of alternatives, i.e., for
every profile with at most three alternatives, the set of SD-efficient lotteries is
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Fig. 2. The tetrahedron on the right represents the set of all lotteries on four
alternatives. The area shaded in gray denotes the set of SD-efficient lotteries for
the preference profile given on the left.

We remark that a lottery is ex post efficient iff it is in the
convex hull of the set of SD-efficient lotteries. The argument for the
statement is as follows. Consider a lottery p that is ex post efficient.
It is, by definition, a lottery of Pareto optimal alternatives. Each
degenerate lottery corresponding to a Pareto optimal alternative
is SD-efficient. For the other direction, observe that if a lottery
is in the convex hull of SD-efficient lotteries, then it is a convex
combination of ex post efficient degenerate lotteries.

6.3. PC-efficiency

The set of PC-efficient lotteries appears to be much more
difficult to characterize than the sets of BD-efficient and SD-
efficient lotteries. For example, PC-efficiency does not only depend
on the support of a lottery. Consider the preference profile in Fig. 3.
The lottery p = 1/2 b + 1/2 c is not PC-efficient, since it is PC-
dominated by p′

= 1/2 a + 1/2 d. It can be checked that p′ RPC
i p for

i = 1, 2, 4 and p′ PPC
3 p. But q = 1/4 b + 3/4 c has the same support

as p and is PC-efficient. We show this by solving a system of linear
inequalities. Let x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈ R≥0 such that x1 +x2 +x3 +x4 = 1
and x1a + x2b + x3c + x4d is a lottery that PC-dominates q. Then
we get one equation and one inequality for each agent.

x1, x2, x3, x4 ≥ 0 (1)
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 = 1 (2)

x1 + 3/4 x2 − 1/4 x3 − x4 ≥ 0 (3)
− x1 + 3/4 x2 − 1/4 x3 + x4 ≥ 0 (4)
x1 + 3/4 x2 − 1/4 x3 + 1/2 x4 ≥ 0 (5)

−1/2 x1 − 3/4 x2 + 1/4 x3 − 1/2 x4 ≥ 0. (6)

Adding up (3) and (4) gives 3x2 ≥ x3. Then we plug 3x2 instead
of x3 in (6) and get −1/2 x1 − 1/2 x4 ≥ 0, which implies that
x1 = x4 = 0. Using x1 = x4 = 0 in (6) yields x3 ≥ 3x2. Hence,
3x2 = x3, since 3x2 ≥ x3 from before. Thus, putting 3x2 = x3 in (2)
gives 4x2 = 1. So finally x2 = 1/4 and x3 = 3/4. Hence, if a lottery
PC-dominates q, it is the same lottery.

Interestingly, the example in Fig. 3 also shows that the set of
PC-efficient lotteries need not be the union of a finite number of
polytopes.

Furthermore, the set of PC-efficient lotteriesmay not be convex.
Consider the preference profile in Fig. 4. Every alternative is ranked
first once. Hence, a and c are PC-efficient. However, 1/2 a + 1/2 c is
PC-dominated by b. Agents 1 and 3 are indifferent between both
lotteries and agent 2 strictly prefers b to 1/2 a + 1/2 c.

convex. However, there are profiles with three agents and a non-convex set of
SD-efficient lotteries.
7 The proof of non-convexity of SD-efficient lotteries uses a preference profile

with linear preferences. For the more general case of preferences that admit
indifferences, the fact that random serial dictatorship (which is a convex
combination of serial dictators) is not SD-efficient (Bogomolnaia andMoulin, 2001;
Bogomolnaia et al., 2005; Aziz et al., 2013b) and the observation that outcomes
of serial dictatorships are SD-efficient already imply that the set of SD-efficient
lotteries is not convex.
Fig. 3. The tetrahedron on the right represents the set of all lotteries on four
alternatives. The area shaded in gray was plotted with the help of a computer and
denotes the set of PC-efficient lotteries for the preference profile given on the left.

Fig. 4. The triangle on the right represents the set of all lotteries on three
alternatives. The gray lines denote the set of PC-efficient lotteries for the preference
profile given on the left.

7. Computational properties

We consider the following three computational problems for
various notions of universal domination:

• finding an efficient lottery,
• verifying whether a given lottery is efficient, and
• finding an efficient lottery that dominates a given lottery.

Note that these problems are independent from each other.
For example, verifying whether a given lottery is efficient can be
computationally intractable while an efficient lottery can be found
in polynomial time. The third problem (finding outcomes that are
not only efficient but also an improvement over a given status quo)
has received considerable attention in other special domains such
as matching and coalition formation (Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez,
1999; Chen, 2012; Aziz et al., 2013c).

7.1. Finding universally undominated lotteries

It follows from the ‘‘if’’ statement of Theorem 1 that universally
undominated lotteries can easily be found by instantiating
concrete SSB functionsφi (andweights λi) and computing an affine
welfare maximizing lottery using linear programming. Feasibility
of the linear program follows from the minimax theorem. This
holds without placing any restrictions on the sets of plausible SSB
functions.

If the sets of plausible utility functions only contain vNM
functions (as in the case of SD-efficiency), universally undominated
lotteries can be found in linear time by simply fixing a profile of
plausible utility functions and computing the degenerate lottery
with the highest affine welfare for this profile.

It was shown earlier that BD-efficiency of a lottery is equivalent
to Fishburn efficiency of its support (Lemma 2). This fact can be
used to find a BD-efficient lottery in linear time by identifying
Fishburn undominated sets of vertices in the Pareto digraph of the
given preference profile.8

The Pareto relation RN for a preference profile R is defined as
follows. For x, y ∈ A, x RN y if x Ri y for all i ∈ N . The Pareto

8 Note that in the case of intransitive preferences, the Pareto digraph may have
cycles.
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digraph of R is the directed graph (A, RN). It can be seen from Def-
inition 1 that Fishburn dominance only depends on the Pareto di-
graph. Hence, it suffices to find a Fishburn undominated set in the
Pareto digraph. This can for example be achieved by identifying a
minimal set S such that for all x ∈ S and y ∈ A \ S, x RN y. S can be
computed in linear time using well-known efficient algorithms for
finding strongly connected components (e.g., Tarjan, 1972). Every
lottery with support S is then BD-efficient by Lemma 2.

7.2. Verifying whether a given lottery is universally undominated

Using our main theorem (Theorem 1), we present a linear
program which, for very general sets of plausible SSB functions,
checks whether a given lottery is universally undominated.

Theorem 4. It can be checked in polynomial time whether a lottery is
universally undominatedw.r.t.Φ if everyΦi is given as the non-empty
intersection of finitely many hyperplanes and open half spaces in
Rm×m. Furthermore, if a lottery is universally undominated the utility
functions for which it maximizes affine welfare can be computed in
polynomial time.

Theorem 4 has consequences for checking whether a given lot-
tery is BD-efficient, SD-efficient, or PC-efficient. For example, the
set of all consistent vNM functions can be written as the inter-
section of


m−1
2


hyperplanes and m − 1 open half spaces which

implies that checking SD-efficiency of a lottery is polynomial-
time computable. Every singleton set is the intersection of finitely
many hyperplanes and, thus, checking PC-efficiency is polynomial-
time computable. This general result can also be used to check
BD-efficiency of a lottery. Aswewill see, there is even a linear-time
algorithm for this special case (cf. Theorem 5).

7.3. Finding a universally undominated lottery that universally
dominates a given lottery

For some notions of ordinal efficiencywe can solve the problem
of finding a universally undominated lottery that universally
dominates a given lottery in polynomial time. In general, however,
it surprisingly turns out that this problem may not even have a
solution, i.e., for some universally dominated lottery p there is no
universally undominated lottery that universally dominates p.

For the special case of BD-efficiency, we can again leverage the
graph-theoretical characterization to find a universally undomi-
nated lottery in linear time.9

Theorem 5. For a given lottery p, a BD-efficient lottery that BD-
dominates p can be computed in linear time.

A strengthening of this computational problem is to not only
find a universally undominated lottery dominating a given lottery,
but to also compute the SSB functions for which the undominated
lottery maximizes affine welfare. In general it is unclear how to
solve this problem efficiently. For the special cases of BD-efficiency
and SD-efficiency, however, we propose a linear program which
solves this problem. We present the corresponding theorem for
SD-efficiency.

Theorem 6. For a given lottery p, an SD-efficient lottery q that
SD-dominates p can be computed in polynomial time. Furthermore,
the utility functions for which q maximizes affine welfare can be
computed in polynomial time.

9 When preferences are intransitive, a BD-efficient lottery that BD-dominates a
given lottery may not exist.
If the sets of plausible SSB functions are subsets of vNM
functions, the problem of finding a universally undominated
lottery dominating a given lottery always has a solution due to
the transitivity of the induced preferences over lotteries. This,
however, does not hold in general. The following example shows
that, for a PC-dominated lottery p, there may be no PC-efficient
lottery that PC-dominates p.

Consider the following preference profile.

R1: {d, e}, c, {a, b}
R2: b, d, c, a, e
R3: a, e, c, b, d.

Let p = 1/2 a + 1/2 b. We will show that there is no PC-efficient
lottery that PC-dominates p. To this end, let q be a lottery that
PC-dominates p, i.e., every agent weakly prefers q to p according
to the PC preference extension. From these conditions we get the
following inequalities.

1/2 (q(b) + q(d) + q(c)) − 1/2 (q(d) + q(c) + q(a)) − q(e) ≥ 0, (7)
1/2 (q(a) + q(e) + q(c)) − 1/2 (q(e) + q(c) + q(b)) − q(d) ≥ 0, (8)

q ≥ 0. (9)

The inequalities (7) and (8) ensure that agents 2 and 3 weakly
prefer q to p. Note that agent 1 weakly prefers every lottery to
p. The last inequality is due to the fact that q has to be a lottery.
Simplifying (7) and (8), we get

1/2 (q(b) − q(a)) − q(e) ≥ 0,
1/2 (q(a) − q(b)) − q(d) ≥ 0,

q ≥ 0.

Hence, q(a) = q(b) and q(d) = q(e) = 0. The resulting lotteries
can be parameterized by λ ∈ [0, 1] by letting qλ = λa + λb +

(1− 2λ)c. Out of these lotteries, the only candidate for an efficient
lottery is q0 = c , since q0 dominates qλ for every λ > 0 (agents 2
and 3 are indifferent and agent 1 strictly prefers q0 to qλ). But q0 is
dominated by r = 1/2 d+ 1/2 e. Again, agents 2 and 3 are indifferent
between both lotteries and agent 1 strictly prefers r to q0.

It is an interesting open problemwhether there always is a path
of Pareto improvements from every universally dominated lottery
to some universally undominated lottery. We leave this problem
for future work.
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Appendix. Proofs

Efficiency welfare theorem

Theorem 1. Let Φ1, . . . , Φn be non-empty, convex, and relatively
open sets of SSB functions and Φ = Φ1 × · · · × Φn. Then, p is
universally undominated w.r.t. Φ iff p is affine welfare maximizing
for some φ ∈ Φ .
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Proof. First, we show that if p ∈ ∆(A) is affine welfare maximiz-
ing for some φ′

∈ Φ then it is universally undominated w.r.t. Φ .
Assume for contradiction that this is not the case, i.e., there is
q ∈ ∆(A) such that q Pφ p for all φ ∈ Φ . In particular, q Pφ′

p.
Then by definition of q Pφ′

p, we get λTφ′(q, p) > 0 for every
λ ∈ Rn

>0 and hence a contradiction.
Now we prove that universal undominatedness of a lottery is

sufficient for affine welfaremaximization. The set of lotteries∆(A)
is a polytope in Rm and, as such, a polyhedron. Let p ∈ ∆(A) be
universally undominated w.r.t. Φ . For i ∈ N , define Ui = Φip =

{φp:φ ∈ Φi}. Every ui ∈ Ui can be associated with a vNM function
where ui(q) = qTui. Since Φi is non-empty, convex, and relatively
open for all i ∈ N by assumption, the same holds for Ui for all i ∈ N
by linearity and continuity of matrix multiplication. Let U ⊆ Rm

be the set of weighted sums of plausible utility functions, i.e.,

U =


n

i=1

λiui: λi > 0 and ui ∈ Ui for all i ∈ N


.

It is easily seen that U is non-empty, convex, and relatively open.
For u ∈ U and q ∈ ∆(A), u(q) = qTu is the affine welfare of

q under u. First note that pTui = pTφip = 0 for all ui ∈ Ui and
i ∈ N by skew-symmetry of every φi since pTφip = pT (−φT

i )p =

−(pTφT
i )p = −pT (pTφT

i )T = −pTφip. Hence, pTu = 0 for all u ∈ U .
Since p is universally undominated w.r.t. Φ , for every q ∈ ∆(A),
there are ui ∈ Ui such that either qTui < 0 for some i ∈ N or
qTui = 0 for all i ∈ N . In the former case, choose uj ∈ Uj and λj > 0
arbitrarily for j ∈ N \ {i} and

λi ≥
1

qTui


j∈N\{i}

λjqTuj.

Then, for u =
n

i=1 λiui, we have qTu ≤ 0. In the latter case, let
u =

n
i=1 ui, which implies qTu = 0. In either case, we have u ∈ U

such that qTu ≤ 0 = pTu.
Since all the premises are met we can apply Lemma 1 to U and

∆(A) and obtain u ∈ U such that qTu ≤ 0 = pTu for all q ∈ ∆A.
Translating things back to SSB functions, we get u =

n
i=1 λiui

such that, for all q ∈ ∆(A),

0 ≥

n
i=1

λiqTui =

n
i=1

λiqTφip =

n
i=1

λiφi(q, p)

for someφi ∈ Φi such that ui = φip for all i ∈ N . Thus, pmaximizes
affine welfare if agents have SSB functions according to φ1, . . . , φn
as obtained before. �

Geometric properties

Corollary 2. Let Φ1, . . . , Φn be non-empty, convex, and relatively
open sets of SSB functions. Then, the set of universally undominated
lotteries w.r.t. Φ = Φ1 × · · · × Φn is connected.

Proof. We have to show that for two arbitrary universally
undominated lotteries p and p′, there is a path from p to p′ along
universally undominated lotteries. By Theorem 1, there are φ, φ′

∈

Φ such that φ =


i∈N λiφi and φ′
=


i∈N λ′

iφ
′

i for λi, λ
′

i > 0 and
φi, φ

′

i ∈ Φi for all i ∈ N and

φ(p, q) = pTφq ≥ 0 and

φ′(p′, q) = (p′)Tφ′q ≥ 0 for all q ∈ ∆(A).
(10)

By linearity of φ and φ′ in the second argument, (10) is equivalent
to

φ(p, a) = pTφa ≥ 0 and
φ′(p′, a) = (p′)Tφ′a ≥ 0 for all a ∈ A.
Now, let φλ
= λφ + (1 − λ)φ′ and uλ

a = φλa for all λ ∈ [0, 1] and
a ∈ A. By the minimax theorem, the set

Eλ
= {x ∈ ∆(A): xTφλq ≥ 0 for all q ∈ ∆(A)}

is non-empty for all λ ∈ [0, 1]. With the notation introduced
above, we can write

Eλ
= {x ∈ ∆(A): xTuλ

a ≥ 0 for all a ∈ A}.

So Eλ is a non-empty polytope for all λ ∈ [0, 1].
First, we show that the closure of E =


λ∈[0,1] E

λ is connected.
For X, Y ⊆ Rm, let dist(X, Y ) = inf{∥x − y∥: x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }.
It suffices to show that for all ϵ > 0 there is δ0 > 0 such that
dist(Eλ, Eλ+δ) < ϵ for all δ ∈ (0, δ0). Intuitively this means that
varying the vectors uλ

a slightly does not lead to a polytope which
is ‘‘far away’’ from Eλ. To prove this, assume for contradiction that
there is ϵ > 0 such that for all δ0 > 0 there is δ ∈ (0, δ0) with
dist(Eλ, Eλ+δ) ≥ ϵ. Hence, there is a sequence (δk)k∈N ⊆ R>0
such that dist(Eλ, Eλ+δk) ≥ ϵ for all k ∈ N. From this, define
(yk)k∈N ⊆ ∆(A) such that yk ∈ Eλ+δk for all k ∈ N. Since (yk)k∈N
is bounded, it has a cumulation point y ∈ ∆(A). Thus, for every
δ0 > 0 there is k ∈ N such that δk ∈ (0, δ0), dist(Eλ, {yk}) ≥ ϵ, and
∥yk − y∥ is arbitrarily small. In particular, dist(Eλ, {y}) ≥ ϵ and,
hence, y ∉ Eλ. Thus, there is a ∈ A such that yTuλ

a < 0. Then, we
get

(yk)Tuλ+δk

a = (yk − y + y)Tuλ+δk
a

= (yk − y)Tuλ+δk
a + yTuλ+δk

a

= (yk − y)Tuλ+δk
a + yT (uλ+δk

a − uλ
a + uλ

a)

= (yk − y)Tuλ+δk
a + yT (uλ+δk

a − uλ
a) + yTuλ

a

≤ ∥yk − y∥ · ∥uλ+δk
a ∥ + ∥y∥ · ∥uλ+δk

a − uλ
a∥ + yTuλ

a

< 0

for k large enough, which contradicts yk ∈ Eλ+δk and establishes
connectedness of the closure of E.

Now we prove that E is closed. To this end, let (xk)k∈N ⊆ E
such that xk → x for some x ∈ ∆(A). For every k ∈ N we can
find λk ∈ [0, 1] such that xk maximizes affine welfare for φλk ,
i.e., (xk)Tφλkq ≥ 0 for all q ∈ ∆(A). Since (λk)k∈N is bounded,
it contains a convergent subsequence. Hence, we may assume
without loss of generality that λk → λ ∈ [0, 1]. It follows that,
for every q ∈ ∆(A),

xTφλq = lim
k→∞

xkφλkq ≥ 0,

since xk ∈ Eλk for all k ∈ N and, hence, x ∈ Eλ. Thus, E is closed
and, from before, it follows that E is connected. �

Lemma 2. Let R be a preference profile. A lottery p is BD-efficient
w.r.t. R iff supp(p) is Fishburn efficient w.r.t. R.

Proof. For the direction from left to right, assume for contradiction
that p is BD-efficient and supp(p) is not Fishburn efficient, i.e., there
is S ⊆ A which Fishburn dominates supp(p). We distinguish two
cases.

Case 1: S \ supp(p) ≠ ∅. Hence there is x ∈ S which Pareto
dominates every y ∈ supp(p). Therefore, the degenerate lottery
x BD-dominates p, i.e., x RBD

i p for all i ∈ N and x PBD
i p for some

i ∈ N .
Case 2: S ( supp(p). Let λ =


x∈S p(x). Define q such that

q(x) = 1/λ p(x) for x ∈ S and q(x) = 0 for x ∈ A \ S. By definition
of λ, q is a lottery. We show that q BD-dominates p. Let i ∈ N and
x, y ∈ A such that x Pi y. Since S RF

i supp(p), one of three cases
occurs: either x, y ∈ S or x, y ∈ supp(p) \ S or x ∈ S and y ∈

supp(p)\S. In the first two cases, we have q(x)p(y)−q(y)p(x) = 0.
In the third case, q(x)p(y) − q(y)p(x) = q(x)p(y) > 0 and, hence,
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q PBD
i p. So, for every i ∈ N , either there are x, y ∈ supp(p) such

that x Pi y and we get q PBD
i p or i is indifferent between all

alternatives in supp(p), which implies q RBD
i p. Since S ⊂ supp(p)

Fishburn dominates supp(p), there is at least one i ∈ N that is not
indifferent between all alternatives in supp(p). Thus, p is not BD-
efficient which is a contradiction.

For the direction from right to left, assume for contradiction that
supp(p) is Fishburn efficient and p is notBD-efficient. By transitivity
of RBD, there is some BD-efficient lottery q which BD-dominates p.
First, we show that supp(q) ≠ supp(p). So assume for contradiction
this is not the case and let P+

= {x ∈ supp(p): p(x) > q(x)}. From
p ≠ q, it follows that P+ is non-empty. Since q BD-dominates p,
x Ri y for all x ∈ supp(p) \ P+ and y ∈ P+. The intuition is that the
alternatives in P+ are the lowest ranked alternatives among the
alternatives in supp(p) for every agent. Let λ =


x∈supp(p)\P+ qx

and define q′(x) = 1/λ q(x) for all x ∈ supp(p) \ P+ and q′(x) = 0
otherwise. With a similar argument as in the second case above,
this implies that q′ RBD

i q for all i ∈ N and q′ PBD
i q for some i ∈ N ,

which contradicts BD-efficiency of q. Hence supp(p) ≠ supp(q).
Now we show that supp(q) Fishburn dominates supp(p). If this

is not true, one of the following two cases applies. Either there are
x ∈ supp(q)\supp(p), y ∈ supp(p), and i ∈ N such that y Pi x. Then,
qypx − qxpy = −qxpy < 0, which is a contradiction to the fact that
q PBD

i p. Or there are x ∈ supp(p) \ supp(q), y ∈ supp(q), and i ∈ N
such that x Pi y. Then, qxpy − qypx = −qypx < 0, which is again a
contradiction. Thus, we have supp(q) RF

i supp(p) for all i ∈ N . An
agent can only be indifferent between supp(q) and supp(p) if he is
indifferent between all alternatives in supp(q) ∪ supp(p). If every
agent is indifferent between all alternatives in supp(q) and supp(p),
q cannot BD-dominate p. Thus, there is i ∈ N such that supp(q) PF

i
supp(p). This contradicts Fishburn efficiency of supp(p). �

Theorem 2. The set of BD-efficient lotteries is convex and its closure
is a face of ∆(A).

Proof. First, we show that the set of BD-efficient lotteries is
convex. By Lemma 2, it suffices to show that the union of two
Fishburn efficient setsX and Y is also Fishburn efficient. To this end,
let X, Y ⊆ A be Fishburn efficient and assume for contradiction
that X ∪ Y is not Fishburn efficient. Thus, there exists Z ⊆ Awhich
Fishburn dominates X ∪ Y . Clearly, Z ≠ X ∪ Y . We distinguish two
cases:

Case 1: Z \ (X ∪ Y ) ≠ ∅. Let z ∈ Z . Then z Ri x for all x ∈ X ∪ Y
and all i ∈ N and z Pi x for some x ∈ X ∪Y and i ∈ N . Hence, either
X or Y is Fishburn dominated by {z}, which is a contradiction.

Case 2: Z ( (X ∪ Y ). In this case, either Z ∩ X is non-empty
and Fishburn dominates X or Z ∩ Y is non-empty and Fishburn
dominates Y . In both cases we get a contradiction.

Now we prove that the closure of set of BD-efficient lotteries
is a face of ∆(A). By convexity, there is p ∈ ∆(A) such that, for
all BD-efficient q ∈ ∆(A), supp(q) ⊆ supp(p). The claim is that
F = {q ∈ ∆(A): supp(q) ⊆ supp(p)} is the closure of the set of
BD-efficient lotteries. For every q in the relative interior of F ,
it holds that q(a) > 0 for all a ∈ supp(p), i.e., supp(q) =

supp(p). Again, by Lemma 2, we know that q is BD-efficient. By the
definition of p, it is clear that no lottery that is not contained in F is
BD-efficient. Since the closure of the relative interior of F is F , the
claim follows. �

Theorem 3. Let U1, . . . ,Un be non-empty, convex, and relatively
open sets of vNM functions. Then, the set of universally undominated
lotteries w.r.t. U1 × · · · × Un is a union of faces of ∆(A).

Proof. Let U1, . . . ,Un be non-empty, convex, and relatively
open sets of vNM functions and p a lottery that is universally
undominated w.r.t. U1 × · · · × Un. Then,

F = {q ∈ ∆(A): supp(q) ⊆ supp(p)}
is the smallest face of ∆(A) in which p is contained. The theorem
is proven if we can show that every lottery in F is universally
undominated. By Theorem 1, there is (u1, . . . , un) ∈ U1 × · · ·×Un
for which pmaximizes affinewelfare. Hence, there is λ ∈ Rn

>0 such
that

u(p) :=

n
i=1

λiui(p) ≥

n
i=1

λiui(q) =: u(q)

for all q ∈ ∆(A). In particular, u(p) ≥ u(a) for all a ∈ A. As a
weighted sum of linear functions, u is also linear. This implies that
u(p) = u(a) for all a ∈ supp(p). Hence, for every q ∈ F , we have
u(q) = u(p), i.e., q maximizes affine welfare for (u1, . . . , un). This
implies that q is universally undominated by Theorem 1. �

Corollary 6. Whether a lottery is SD-efficient only depends on its
support.

Proof. SD-efficiency is equivalent to universal undominatedness
w.r.t. ΦvNM

i × · · · × ΦvNM
i . Hence, by Theorem 3, the set of

SD-efficient lotteries is the union of faces of ∆(A). Since two
lotteries lie on the same faces of ∆(A) if they have the same
support, the statement follows. �

Computational properties

Theorem 4. It can be checked in polynomial time whether a lottery is
universally undominated w.r.t.Φ if eachΦi is given as the non-empty
intersection of finitely many hyperplanes and open half spaces in
Rm×m. Furthermore, if a lottery is universally undominated, the utility
functions for which it maximizes affine welfare can be computed in
polynomial time.

Proof. Let p be the lottery for which we want to check if it is
universally undominated. We assume without loss of generality
that each Φi is conic, i.e., φi ∈ Φi implies λiφi ∈ Φi for all λi > 0
and explain laterwhy this is no restriction. If eachΦi can bewritten
as the non-empty intersection of finitely many hyperplanes and
open half spaces, so can Φ = Φ1 × · · · × Φn. Furthermore, Φ is
conic. Let c1, . . . , ck, d1, . . . , dl ∈ Rm×m×n, a1, . . . , ak, b1, . . . , bl ∈

R, such that

Φ =

k
j=1

{φ ∈ Rm×m×n:φT c j < aj} ∩

l
j=1

{φ ∈ Rm×m×n:φTdj = bj}.

As the intersection of finitely many relatively open sets, Φ is
relatively open. Note that the distance of a point y ∈ Rm×m×n to
the hyperplane H = {φ ∈ Rm×m×n:φT c = a} is the absolute value
of a−yT c

∥c∥2
. Consider the following linear program.

max
Φ,ϵ

ϵ

subject to

i

φi(p, a) ≥ 0 for all a ∈ A, (11)

φT c j + ϵ ≤ aj for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, (12)

φTdj = bj for all j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, (13)
ϵ ≥ 0.

The claim is that p is universally undominated iff ϵ > 0 in
every optimal solution of the LP. As a result, if (ϵ∗, φ∗) is an
optimal solution of the linear program, then p maximizes affine
welfare for φ∗. By assumption, every Φi is non-empty, convex, and
relatively open.Hence,we can apply Theorem1, i.e., p is universally
undominated iff it maximizes affine welfare for some profile of
plausible SSB functions. Since Φ is assumed to be conic, we do
not need weights λi for agents’ utilities. The constraints (11) are
linear in φ, since φi(p, a) = pTφa. If a lottery does not maximize
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affine welfare for some profile (φ1, . . . , φn) of SSB functions, then,
by linearity of the φi in the second argument, there is a ∈ A such
that


i φi(p, a) < 0. Hence, if (11) is satisfied, p maximizes affine

welfare for some profile of SSB functions. The constraints (12) and
(13) guarantee that every feasible φ is in the closure of Φ .

Now let (φ∗, ϵ∗) be an optimal solution of the linear program. If
ϵ∗ > 0 the inequalities in (12) are satisfied with strict inequality,
which implies φ∗

∈ Φ . In this case p maximizes affine welfare for
φ∗. If ϵ∗

= 0, there is no φ ∈ Φ for which p maximizes affine
welfare. Hence, by Theorem 1, p is universally undominated iff
ϵ∗ > 0.

Finally, we have to address conicity of the Φi. If p maximizes
affine welfare for some profile of SSB functions (φ1, . . . , φn) ∈

Φ with corresponding weights λ1, . . . , λn, it maximizes affine
welfare for (λ1φ1, . . . , λnφn) ∈ pos(Φ1) × · · · × pos(Φn) and vice
versa, where pos(Φi) = {λiφi:φi ∈ Φi, λi > 0}. Hence, we can
assume without loss of generality that all Φi are conic. �

Theorem 5. For a given lottery p, a BD-efficient lottery that weakly
BD-dominates p can be computed in linear time.

Proof. Let p be a lottery and S = supp(p). If there is a ∈ A \ S such
that {a} Fishburn dominates S in (A, RN), we compute the set of all
such alternatives. Among these alternatives there has to be a Pareto
optimal alternative a which is therefore Fishburn undominated in
(A, RN). Then, the degenerate lottery aweakly BD-dominates p and
is itself BD-efficient. In the other case, we compute a minimal set
T such that for all x ∈ T , y ∈ S \ T , x RN y. This can be done in
linear time as noted in Section 7.1.We claim that T is itself Fishburn
undominated in (A, RN). Byminimality, T is Fishburn undominated
in (S, RN) and, if there is T ′

⊈ S that Fishburn dominates T , the first
case applies, i.e., there is a ∈ A\S that Fishburn dominates S. Thus,
any lottery with support T is BD-efficient by Lemma 2. So we are
done if we can find a lottery with support T which BD-dominates
p. Note that T ∩ S ≠ ∅ as otherwise again the first case applies. To
this end, let λ =


a∈T p(a) and q such that q(a) = 1/λ p(a) for all

a ∈ T and q(a) = 0 otherwise. As in the proof of Lemma 2, it can be
shown that q weakly BD-dominates p. Linear time computability
follows from the fact that all steps can be carried out in linear
time. �

Theorem 6. For a given lottery p, an SD-efficient lottery q that
SD-dominates p can be computed in polynomial time. Furthermore,
the utility functions for which q maximizes affine welfare can be
computed in polynomial time.

Proof. We first show the statement for the case of transitive
and anti-symmetric preference relations and then generalize it to
transitive preference relations. The proof technique is similar to
the one used for the proof of Theorem 1 by Athanassoglou (2011).
For this proof, we identify the set of alternatives A with the set
{1, . . . ,m}. A lottery p if SD-efficient iff the optimal objective value
of following primal linear program is zero.

min
q,r,s

n
i=1

m
k=1

−rik

subject to

jRi ji(k)

qj − rik =


jRi ji(k)

pj for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, i ∈ N,

(14)
qj + sj = 1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m},

m
j=1

qj = 1, (15)

q ≥ 0, r ≥ 0, s ≥ 0.

Let (q∗, r∗, s∗) be an optimal solution of the primal linear program.
Then, q∗ weakly SD-dominates p and is itself SD-efficient. So we
can assumewithout loss of generality that p is SD-efficient, i.e., the
optimal target value of the primal linear program is 0. To construct
utility functions for which pmaximizes affine welfare, we consider
the dual of the linear program above.

max
x,y,x

n
i=1

m
k=1

xik


jRi ji(k)
pj + y +

m
j=1

zj

subject to
n

i=1

m
j=ranki(k)

xij + y + zk ≤ 0 for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, (16)

x ≥ 1,

y free variable, z ≤ 0, (17)

where ranki(k) is the rank of alternative k in i’s preference relation,
so ji(ranki(k)) = k.

By strong duality, the primal problem has an optimal target
value of 0 iff the optimal solution of the dual linear program
(x∗, y∗, z∗) satisfies

n
i=1

m
k=1

x∗

ik


jRiji(k)

pj + y∗
+

m
j=1

z∗

j = 0. (18)

Let u denote a profile of vNM functions such that

ui(ji(k)) =

m
j=k

x∗

ij for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, i ∈ N. (19)

Since (x∗, y∗, z∗) is dual-feasible, u is consistent with the
preference relation Ri for all i ∈ N . Rearranging terms in (18) yields

n
i=1

m
k=1

ui(ji(k))pji(k) = −y∗
−

m
j=1

z∗

j

H⇒

n
i=1

m
j=1

ui(j)pj = −y∗
−

m
j=1

z∗

j .

(20)

For every q ∈ ∆(A), we have
n

i=1

m
j=1

ui(j)qj =

n
i=1

m
k=1

ui(ji(k))qji(k)
(19)
=

n
i=1

m
k=1

qji(k)
m
j=k

x∗

ij

=

n
i=1

m
k=1

qk
m

j=ranki(k)

x∗

ij =

m
k=1

qk
n

i=1

m
j=ranki(k)

x∗

ij

(16)
≤

m
k=1

−(y∗
+ z∗

k )qk
(15)+(17)

≤ −y∗
−

m
k=1

z∗

k

(20)
=

n
i=1

m
j=1

ui(j)pj.

The case of anti-symmetric preference relations can be easily
modified to allow for indifferences between alternatives. To this
end, for every i ∈ N , the set of alternativesA is partitioned intomi ∈

{1, . . . ,m} indifference classes. For x ∈ A and k ∈ {1, . . . ,mi}, we
say that x is in i’s kth indifference class Ii(k), if

y Pi x for all y ∈

k−1
j=1

Ii(k) and

x Ri y for all y ∈ A \

k−1
j=1

Ii(k).

We introduce variables rik where k ∈ {1, . . . ,mi} and adapt the
constraints (14) in the primal problem as follows:
jRiIi(k)

qj − rik =


jRiIi(k)

pj for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,mi}, i ∈ N.
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The corresponding constraints in the dual are modified to
n

i=1

m
j=ranki(k)

xij + y + zj ≤ 0 for all j ∈ Ii(k), k ∈ {1, . . . ,mi}.

Consequently the profile of vNM functions u is defined as

ui(j) =

mi
j=k

x∗

ij, for all j ∈ Ii(k), k ∈ {1, . . . ,mi}, i ∈ N. �
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